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Carpi, May 31st 2019 

 

NCS Company |PRESS RELEASE 

Schedoni, the italian luxury leather goods  icon for automotive chooses NCS Company 

Schedoni, the historical Italian company based in Modena, produces authentic luggage jewellery for almost 140 years. 

Now, thanks to the agreement signed between Marcello Fantuzzi, Technical Director & President of NCS and Simone Schedoni, fourth 

generation of the family at the head of SCHEDONI, NCS enters the world of Luxury. 

Schedoni is the first company in the world to invent "luxury luggage for the automotive industry".   

This is a story that begins in 1977 from the cooperation with Ferrari Automobili: since then, a costumized set of suitcases has been 

dedicated to each car model to optimize the spaces in the trunk. 

It is a story that continues today with completely handmade coatings made of refined leathers, the bespoke suitcase developed for 

the best Italian and British automakers.  

Unique objects that combine the leather of the car interiors with technological materials such as carbon fiber, titanium, aluminum 

machined by numerical control. 

NCS has been chosen to enrich these products: complex metal details and components are produced in Carpi by the expert hands of 

the company's team, which since 2003 has been the point of reference in Italy - and not only - in the automotive sector for which the 

company produces aesthetic and functional prototypes thanks to one of the largest fleets of machines for additive manufacturing in 

Europe. 

NCS and Schedoni share the same passion for their work, the ongoing search for new solutions and materials, the desire to combine 

tenacity and "know-how" that leads the two companies in the province of Modena to stand out in their sectors: points in common 

that have created a new and important collaboration. 

A prestigious partnership which makes NCS fly all around the world, and which honors Emilia Romagna: land of passion, land of 

engines, work and dedication to create unique "Made in Italy", innovative and durable products. 

Schedoni & NCS, Together 

Quality as a starting point 

From Modena. 
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